Joint Statement

Proletarian Party of East Bengal (Maoist Unity Group) Bangladesh
Kangleipak Communist party (KCP) Manipur

Pave the Way for a new Coordination for the Maoist
Parties and Organizations of South Asia
The revolution is the only answer to the present crisis in the South Asia. A
revolution guided by the Marxism-Leninism-Maoism is required in the south Asia
for a better future of the oppress masses of the region. Whether in a colonial
country or an imperialist country, the strategy of Maoist Revolution includes the
internationalization of the revolution. This is necessary both to defend what has
been gained and to achieve the full potential of socialist society. The most
effective form of defense is the spreading of the revolution to those countries
through the mobilization of their own working classes both to oppose intervention
and to pursue their own class interests. To be strong enough to mount a challenge
to the political power of the colonial ruler, the working class and the oppressed
must create their own popular People Army. Based on such fighting organs, the
oppressed nation can take power via peoples’ war against the Colonial ruler.
We believe that correct tactics flow from correct strategies, which flow from a
correct ideological and political line. We believe that the fight against imperialism,
capitalism and colonial ruler goes hand in hand with the fight against revisionism,
chauvinism, and opportunism. We believe that correct tactics flow from correct
strategies, which flow from a correct ideological and political line. We believe that
the fight against imperialism, capitalism and colonial ruler hand in hand with the
fight against revisionism, chauvinism, and opportunism.
We believe that the ruling colonial bourgeoisie will never give up its power
without a fight. Putting an end to the colonial ruler is only possible by building
public opinion to seize power through armed struggle. We believe, however, that
any armed insurrection on the territory of South Asia will be inevitably crushed
until an arising of objective conditions for its mass support of the potentially
revolutionary strata of the population.
Non existence of the Coordinating Committee of the Maoist party and
Organization of South Asia has deeply impact to the new generation communist of
South Asia. The New generation of South Asia communist has eagerly demanded
to have a coordination of the oppress masses of the region. So the Proletarian
Party of East Bengal (Maoist Unity Group) Bangladesh and Kangleipak
Communist party (KCP) Manipur had a discussion on the matter and we firmly

agreed to initiate a process to the formation of New coordinating committee of the
Maoist party and organization of the South Asia. The meetings further institute a
preparatory Committee to materialize the matter and Comrade Polas of
Bangladesh and Comrade Yaibi-Len of Manipur has nominated as Convener and
Co Convener respectively. We will include others in the committee as soon as
possible we get their approval.

Long Live Revolution!
Long Live Maoism!
Long Live the Unity among Maoist Parties and Organizations of South Asia!

